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Lil Darkie, a.k.a. Joshua Hamilton1, a relatively unknown rapper among mainstream           

hip-hop circles, burst out into the mainstream music consciousness when creators on Tik-Tok, a              

social media platform created by the Chinese technology giant ByteDance, founded in 2012 by              

Zhang Yiming, started to utilized the main hook of his song, ‘HAHA” for an internet, content                

challenge. The creator’s face was painted to resemble a clown, and the musical transition, the               

laughing section, was accompanied with a change of make-up aesthetic. In the pre-laugh section              

the face took a more neutral disposition, but in the post-laugh conclusion, the face was donned                

with exaggerated face paint. Prior to his 2019 Tik-Tok fame, his most notable song “Holocaust,”2               

for which the response “Genocide” was subsequently written, garnished him the earlier            

mainstream success, as well as concurrent pushback. This will be discussed later on, but              

important to note is that prior to his 2019 mainstream breakout, Lil Darkie had released priori                

musical content. In 2018 a single entitled, “No Hands,” was released to streaming platforms, along               

with an accompanying music video under his second rap name, “Lil Darkie”3 referencing the              

Hindu God Sri Krishna in his traditional black skin depiction. Another interpretation of his              

characteristically unique, hand-drawn image is that the four armed man is based on Sri Kali Ma4,                

the four arm, ferocious, ‘angry’ form of Parvati, Lord Shiva’s wife and feminine embodiment. His               

first official rap name, “Brahman”5 was created to reference his Hindu ethnicity, and it is this                

usage of his ethnic background that has gotten him, and still does, embroiled in conflict and                

drama concerning the ostensible similarity to the African-American skin colour in his cartoon             

self-image, although it is clearly ascertainable there is no foundation for this subjective belief.              

After his mainstream success in 2019, he has continued to create music at a stable rate, and in                  

2020 alone he has already created and released two albums and one EP, as well as a myriad of                   

tracks on his Soundcloud6 under his now standardized rap name.  

Of particular interest to me is his response to pushback against claims of supposed racist               

inclinations and inflammatoristic interpretations present within both his music and self-image.           

He has said regarding this ‘issue’ of self-image7 that, during his childhood, he was exposed not                

only to Hindu traditional beliefs, i.e., marriages, temple worship, but also was baptized as a               

Methodist Christian. Therefore, he was exposed to Christian teachings and traditional Church            

worship by extension. Because of this mixture of religious traditionalism and Indian polytheism,             

his views on an array of both psychological, immaterial, and tangible matters are infused with               

Vedic teachings, Christian theologism, and humanitarian agnosticism, “What are you          

actually?...You’re not this [the physical body.” In an hour long interview back in 2019 with ‘The                

Mars Files’ available on Youtube, Lil Darkie stated that when he was younger and only a listener                 

of rap music, the genre of rap during the time was more focused on the ‘fun’ aspect of music                   

making, and less about the serious, antagonizistic lens to which the genre is now associated with                

in 2020. “Do something different,” his words ring true in the era of subjective conformism and                

purposeful genericism, where the individual musician does what everyone else has done but             

slightly differently, and is subsequently praised as being unique and their content given the title of                

‘never been done before,’ despite that very much not being the case. I am a huge fan of Husky, the                    

Russian rapper now in his beginning stages of his 2020 rebirth after going dark for a 5-6 month                  

period starting in January. Lil Darkie resembles the American version of Husky, not only in his                

unrelenting ‘be myself or die’ attitude, but the way he fundamentally allows himself to be hated                

upon, gaining strength and resolve in the crossfire. Russian citizens across the numerous Oblasts              

hate and despise Husky, both for his content and his image as a Gopnik, and many of them write                   

 



 

him off as a hopeless, Russia hating musical mongrel. The same could be said about Lil Darkie, as                  

many American music listeners find his music and image repulsive, generically inflammatory, and             

unnecessarily problematic. But to be hated is to contribute to the breakdown of the plague-like rap                

stoicism currently taking its victims and eating them alive, at least in the American musical realm.                

One doesn’t have to venture far to observe hip-hop’s absolute genericity, just listen to music by Lil                 

Uzi Vert, Lil Pump, Lil Peep8, or XXXTENTACION for a prime example. 

Of course there are differences, but minimal at best, and they are found in the beats and                 

words, not directly in the musical structure itself. Through my analysis of ‘Genocide,’ I hope to                

enlighten you about the real lack of rappers like Lil Darkie and Huskie in the public mainstream,                 

as this song’s content, as well as the myriad of musical content not mentioned, is straddleing both                 

the world of traditional rap, and something far greater than any mainstream rapper as of 2020,                

especially that of Drake and his related musical entourage. However, one point to be made is the                 

phenomenal quality of the early music released by Drake, as the depiction of social reality is both                 

surreal and enigmatic simultaneously. But now, I don’t reach for his music at all, nor think about                 

his existence, as my rap appetite is filled with Russian rap, and underground artists. Coming back                

to ‘Genocide,’ this ten minute song, spanning five sections, three beat creators, and a plethora of                

subject matter, does a wonderful job at depicting Lil Darkies personal dictum, “I’m not gonna               

[going] change who I am for you.” Like the song or not, one must admit that in the era of 2-3                     

minute songs that have no melody, no build up, and its structure ruled by the usage of a generic                   

4/4 time signature with no discernable originality, Lil Darkie is something else entierely, a musical               

enigma among trash. Overall, the song’s five-part uniformity is built by textural and structural              

similarities, compounded with a succinct subject matter cohesion, although certain transitions are            

dubiously treated, the migration to a new beat is sometimes rough due to both a change in time                  

signature and pitch. 

Lil Darkie uses, throughout the ten minutes, multiple different vocal inflections, employed             

to embody and impart different emotional states, which are doubly highlighted by the text and               

backbeat and, throughout the five beats used, usually stay within one aesthetic realm, that is of a                 

dense, conventional low bass, of a multi-layered electronified variety. Concurrent with classical            

music Symphonic structuring, which is organized into four movements with an accompanying            

emotional structure [dramatic, lyrical, dance-like, heroic], ‘Genocide’ and its programmatic nature           

is designed to ensure a natural metamorphosis of tension into emancipation, denseness into             

sparcity, and action into stasis (although at no point can one call this song inert). Unique elements                 

are interwoven into the structure of this programmatic work, such as small, introductory passages              

at the beginning of sections which, unlike a classical overture or bridge/episode, starkly contrast              

the musical texture by using phone static, ghost-like synthetic sounds, siren noises, and mundane              

vocal mannerisms, i.e., “Oh, what’s this’’ [2:05]. In Part 1, which technically lasts approximately              

1:30 seconds and starts 20 seconds in due to a brief introductory passage, a ‘dirty’ bass ostinato is                  

used, which is made complex with secondary, treble additions and a brief panning, celestial-like              

effect at the beginning. Ubiquitous within the rap genre and indeed this song are interjectory               

‘yeah’ and 'yuh' sounds, which add another dimension to Lil Darkie’s textual layering. Right from               

the onset (literally), his multi-voiced aesthetic is put on display, just in this first section employing                

more than three different inflections, one being a pseudo-ensemble sound, furthering the notion             

of Lil Darkie being more than one identity. Each voice could hypothetically reflect a change in                

mindset, both for the listener and for Lil Darkie, as his music has an imaginary, cereberal quality. 



 

Part 2 [2:04] immediately starts with a bass drop which is taken out of tempo, and ushers                 

in a complete aesthetic shift. The main beat has now shifted to a simpler overall texture utilizing                 

more pauses between the syncopated onsets, although towards the midpoint the beat once again              

returns to a state of complexity, with treble syncopations and auxiliary synth-effects. This section              

has an arc-like overall structure, as towards the end it goes back to the previous sparse quality,                 

which brings out the synth additions responsible for the maintained complexity of the song, i.e.,               

‘starship blast offs,’ binaural ‘popping,’ and ‘beam me up Scotty’ sounds which use panning to               

further invigorate the atmosphere. The transition to Part 3 is one place I do not think fits and is a                    

bit clunky, only because in the transition, not only does down beat change, but pitch and time                 

signature as well. It feels much too abrupt to the listener, even though Lil Darkie does try to set up                    

the section’s arrival with interjecting phrases and a gradual slowing of the beat. In Part 3 [3:52],                 

which again technically starts at 4:22 due to a 30 second[ish] introduction, Lil Darkie returns back                

to the bass pattern heard in Part one, this time using more pauses and not emphasizing every                 

direct beat. This section [1:20 second] uses the same spaced-out ostinato bass pattern, which              

causes the listener to concentrate more on the text, which mirrors the beat’s pauses and successive                

‘hiccup’ patterning. The transition to Part 4 is one of my favorites however, because unlike the                

previous transition, this time it naturally follows the curvature of the boosted bass line which,               

when Lil Darkie does transitions, takes advantage of the upswing to introduce the next created               

beat. Part 4 [5:30] is by the far the best section in this entire song, the underlying bass rhythm is                    

consistently ‘aggressive,’ and although the tempo cannot be considered characteristically fast, the            

accompaniment has affirmative strength which is bolstered by Lil Darkie’s commanding, yet treble             

tone. This section sets up a 10-second on/off repetitious pattern, highlighted by octave shifts and               

‘siren’ like additive sounds. Husky’s tone quality, purposeful, vocal directionalism, and play on             

timbral qualities only add to the weighted meaning of the text, here describing the lack of time to                  

deal with weak-minded individuals. Because of the succinctness of this section, the ‘jam out’              

quality is significantly ramped up, almost making the words yet another part of the overall               

atmospheric agenda.  

Here, the listener is introduced to the main chorus [6:30], which is incredibly unique at               

least to me, because of its percussive quality, artistic lyrical cadentialism, and the syncopated,              

ultra-boosted bass ostinato which drives home a sense of oppositional futility in the ears of               

listeners of either end of the support-based spectrum for Lil Darkie. Here, he does a very curious                 

syntactical act, he plays with timing, rhyming scheme, and timbre, all three manipulated within              

the course of a one minute timespan. The ‘outro’ to the chorus is again episodic in nature, Lil                  

Darkie creating a full atmosphere through the use of ‘radio’ vocalisms, ambulance sounds, dirty              

EQ moans, and helicopter-like artificalisms. Part 5 [8:00] is the final part of Darkie’s rap               

‘symphony,’ and this is where the 10 second burst pattern really comes to auditory fruition. Every                

ten seconds, for the better part of the entire fifth section, there is a noticeable octave switch and                  

the ghost, EQ voice drops an octave as well. The beat’s tempo doesn’t change, and the interjecting                 

mannerisms, although even within the complexity of the bass components, fall into a rhythmic              

stability. Up until the nine minute mark, for the entirety of the first minute of Part five, the trading                   

off of octaves becomes Lil Darkies standard practice, this section’s ‘accompaniment’ comprised of             

ghost vocals, Darkie’s auxilar vocals, and deep bass punctuations with extraneous treble additions.             

It is at the ninth minute when the bass ‘falls’ again, farther than the 10 second burst equivalent,                  

and two noticeable changes occur as well. The ghost EQ voice has now developed a downward                

slope to its design and the auxiliary ‘yuh’ voice is now on every offbeat. Other than the stated                  



 

changes, the driving, aggressive nature of the bassline and its various components stay relatively              

unchanged for the most part. It’s the vocalisms that deserve attention as Lil Darkie, in this one                 

song, has proven to be a very adept vocalizer, able to manipulate the voice to take on a myriad of                    

different inflections and tones, a nice change among all the one-tone rap musicians, i.e., [fill in the                 

blank]. One could describe his tone as ‘yelling’ although it's not outward yelling, but rather               

strenuously assertive in timbrel quality. This militant, throbbing vocal quality goes up and down              

in octave, the penultimate ten seconds of the pattern reasserting the auxiliary ‘yuh’ sound’s              

dominance in the auditory field.  

During this section, one strikingly unique experience occurs if one listens to the song via               

headphones. Lil Darkie’s low octave grunge voice, especially at 9:17-9:23, sounds as if the stereo               

track is split between the left and right ear. There is a slight alleviation of the devilish exhilaration                  

created in Part five, but unfortunately this respite lasts only about ten seconds. The Russian               

influence is heard during this section however, it is here where Lil Darkie most resembles Husky                

[Хаски], primarily in their respective vocal inflectionisms. Husky’s song ‘Allelujah’ from his 2017             

album, “Favorite Songs for Imaginary People,” uses, at the end of the song, this crazed,               

whisper-like vocalism to repeat the name of the song, in Darkie’s case he uses the last line of his                   

chorus, “why you here” with other word-like additives. Unlike Husky who, does use electronic              

additions to his music, Lil Darkie has ontop of the word-like sounds these electronic, melodified               

arc-live ‘waves’ which when their pulsations are counted anaylzed, amount to eight times per              

wave, and each wave performed twice, with a count up following suit[not a count-down], which               

propels the line back into the dense, aggressive fold for a final textural burst. Part of the final                  

minute of the song is a driving and simultaneously penetrating lyric-based stream which, although              

only 20 seconds long, utilizes a new component compounded onto the same, practically similar [if               

not unchanged] bassline. The use of an electronified, treble ‘rattle’ counterbalances the deep bass              

notes, and adds an off-beat flare. Again, the downward trajectory of the ghost EQ voice is heard,                 

now more prominent perhaps due to bolstered audio levels, although audibly it doesn’t sound              

much different. If reattaching the Symphonic metaphor to this song, the reiteration of the now               

familarized bass-line showcases Lil Darkies ability to deconstruct the use of a traditional rap              

structure, intro-chorus-verse-chorus-conclusion, and build on it with great success. This is           

another one of the sections that puts Lil Darkie on the top of the charts in terms of vocal inflection                    

originality and textual delivery, as textual changes are adhered to musical changes in an artfully,               

continuous fashion. His lyrical structure, although built off of ten second bursts clearly visible in               

the written text via Genius, has such cohesion, the longer phrases being juxtaposed against shorter               

declamations to create seamless verse-to-verse transitions. This choice allows the text to have a              

life of its own, both on an emotional and, quite literally, physical front[the sound is felt by the                  

listener, and almost becomes itself animated]. 

The closing [10:13] to ‘Genocide’ is incredibly interesting, as it exhibits Lil Darkie’s musical              

aptitude, lyrical prowess, artistic nature, and his sheer theoretical talent for rap creationism. The              

entrance to the closing, although using the same backbeat and ghost EQ downward arching voice,               

now has the formerly hidden auxiliary voiced ‘yuh’ at contention with itself, as now two voices are                 

present in the texture. The dominant voice occurs on the primary beat, while the secondary ‘yuh’                

comes on the off beat, producing a back n’ forth modality which shows that his already present                 

prowess at manipulating rhythm and vocal timing orientation. Increasing the rhythmic complexity            

in his non-text closing is his use of unwords [be (shwa), yuh, etc], positioned in such a way as to                    

draw the ear of even the most tuned-out listener. At the 10:20 second mark, he uses what can be                   



 

musically described as a poly-rhythmic syncopated pattern, encapsulating two bars of 4/4.            

Written out, it looks like this, the plus standing for the 16th note in this case [ 1+ …+3 4+....+2 3                     

4]. If this doesn’t make sense, go to the time stamp and take a listen, it really does represent the                    

musical complexity in this one song, and how many layers Lil Darkie was hypothetically              

considering when constructing this song. After his dynamic rhythmicsm, Lil Darkie again            

concludes his song with a secondary finisher [10:25], which is sparse in texture, only featuring the                

ghost EQ voice, now in the foreground and on a loop of somekind, two beats of an upward                  

trajectory, and two beats of a downwards likeness. Lil Darkie’s voice can then be heard, in a                 

phone-like, grainy electronic treatment as heard in the beginning of the song, saying “Are you still                

offended? Let me know, I care so much about how you feel,” thus epitomizing the exact intention                 

of the song itself, Lil Darkie cares not if you are offended by his music.  

The song points to the satirical nature of Lil Darkie having to create such a response to the                  

egregious amounts of ignorant chauvinism by people unaware of his musical positionality until             

hearing or becoming aware of his song, ‘Holocaust.’ Obviously the title causes hesitancy to further               

one’s investigation into the song’s content, but even one’s unwillingness to advance their             

exploration into content found to be uncouth is indicative of the 21st century musical realm. If an                 

artist is found to be ‘problematic,’ questionable, or badly behaved ethically speaking, they are              

pulled from ears nationwide. A huge caveat to this is the respective societal level to which the                 

crime belongs, as well as the artist's response, as in most cases the larger society’s memory is                 

really only a few weeks, perhaps months at best, long. The fast pace of global news, and especially                  

musical news, thus allows only top-knotch stories to have lasting impact on the global              

consciousness, therefore the ostensibly ‘racist’ depiction of black people [not true], inflammatory            

and persecutory usage of events like the Holocaust [untrue, minimal at best], and unapologetic              

tone [correct] carry very little to no lasting impact upon the massive, American victim-scale. Lil               

Darkie, through his image and unapologetic personality, both musically and in a normal context,              

is a breath of fresh air to those absolutely done with the PC, brainwashed, American rap scene,                 

and its subsequently generic artists who cannot think for themselves, or make any music even               

remotely ‘original’ in content.  

Hopefully, Lil Darkie’s future will involve more mainstream oppurtunites other than           

Tik-Tok, a plague upon underground artists of all kinds, and his musical content will be given the                 

chance to authentically understood for the complexity that it brings to the hip-hop community.              

Husky and Lil Darkie are not that different, both are rap artists actively making music careers by                 

being unrelentingly themselves in act, word, and deed. They also utilize religious content in their               

music, an expert understanding of musical and lyrical structure, both artists manipulate textural             

flow, and induce incredibly strong emotional responses in their listeners. I encourage the readers              

to listen to both ‘Alleluiah’ and ‘Genocide’ together, study its textural contents, and understand              

what exactly these two impactful artists are actually trying to say. They live in vastly different                

places, were educated in culturally different environments, and have bore witness to at first glance               

incongruent epochs. Although they may [quite literally] speak a different language, their musical             

content and salient message is quite the same. Husky, the real voice of the Russian people, and Lil                  

Darkie, the voice of sheer individualism. These are the figures of music’s future, not Nicki Minaj,                

Doja Cat, and these other atrocious plagues on the minds of young people. The future is for those                  

who grab it, and those who hold the waists of those trying to actively grab onto the future at their                    

fingertips are slowly being left behind. It is now time to decide which figure you want to be, the                   

waist grabber or the reacher. Unfortunately, the musical collective is allowing the waist grabbers              



 

to have careers, and that simply cannot be the case if there is to be musical progressivism of any                   

kind. They had a time, but their epoch is quickly coming to a close and their door is in the process                     

of being shut. Let the voices of the underground be heard, bring rap back to its roots, and for                   

goodness sake’s put your clothes on and have some gosh darn talent. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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‘Genocide’ Song text [Source: Ibid. 10]  

(Only verses given, extraneous and additional text removed) 

 

Verse 1 

My God is realer than yours, He says what I do is right 

That I should fight if Heaven pours 

I am very, very, sorry, my apologies, for comin' off so harshly 

Impart me, second chance, so I can dance the way you want me 

You Nazi, got me, take a lot more than that to top me 

Soft ain't what I'm made of, you're the one actin' like Adolf 



 

Cocky, way that you goose-steppin', way that you loose-lippin' 

Talkin' 'bout who trippin', talkin' 'bout who to shove under the bus 

And who all of us trust that we shouldn't 

This just in, Lil Darkie is racist, spreadin' the message of Satan with faces 

Blacker than any of us prolly are, but I'm still offended 'cause I'm a retard 

He tryna be hard, we tryna be safe by makin' it hard for you to create 

Niggas that heard of me fight and debate 

I don't deserve not one word of the hate 

Mind control, all my thoughts are mine to hold 

All down in my spinal cord, bitch, this ain't my final form 

I got no time for you puppets, take yo' opinion and shove it 

I keep my spirit above it, I'm takin' criticism if it isn't ignorant 

I'm not concerned with fittin' in, I hit it different 

I'm a cartoon but niggas doin' more pretendin' than me 

Bitches act offended, get banned on IG 

You don't gotta be a hater, you don't like me 

Why I keep a grin on my face, on my teeth 

All these niggas mad they ain't eatin', like concentration camps 

Cut yourself escapin' from leavin' over the nation fence 

Most these niggas fakin', not workin', I'm puttin' them aside 

Smoke until there's nothin' remainin', I call it genocide 

Phoney ass niggas plottin', woah (I call it genocide) 

Fruity niggas actin' rotten, so (Bitch, I call it genocide) 

On yo shit nigga, you not been, ho (I call it genocide) 

I ain't even think of stoppin', though (I call it genocide) 

 

Verse 2 

Skippin' to the store, I got a red hood on 

Salvia, we rippin' out a ten-foot bong 

There's a bitch inside my house, she keep on sayin' she's in pain 

Yeah, she's sittin' on my couch with burnin' needles in her brain 

Divinorum in her veins, guess she was on Lexapro? 

The combo made her go insane 

She feel calmer on cocaine (True story) 

Don't rap for fame (Too whorey), bitch what you sayin'? 

I'm Super Saiyan, you super plain (Root for me) 

I take my pain, make the music, plant a bomb, can't defuse it 

I am calm, I am lucid, they bettin' on that he lose it 

Never had it to start with, break you like usin' guitar pick 

Constipated, always makin' that hard shit 

Contemplated takin' niggas real far, shit 

Things happen, niggas switch, you evolve with 

Time movin', rhyme smoothin' 

Stay focused you will shine through sin 

Street tacos get some dimes, who's in? 



 

Know a nigga threw the lime juice in 

I know how to live (I know how to live), I know how to die too 

You could jump off a buildin', eat mushroom for healin' 

Put acid in your eyes too 

 

Verse 3 

What goes around, comes around 

Goes around, comes around, goes around, come back to you, uh 

My momma told me that was true, people remember like elephants do 

People forget all the elements too 

Livin' and breathin', succeedin' at music 

At leadin' the crew with a passion these niggas ain't move 

'Cause they crashin' and talent they rationin' 

I'll get a bat, I might bash him in 

Grippin' a blade and I'm slashin' him, happen to you 

I pull up on 'em, no maskin', I'm smokin' that dope up in Lassen 

With DRAIN THE SWAMP blastin', I'm cool 

I'm on the beach up in Tahoe, packin' that THC inside a raw cone 

I'll be happy when it’s all gone, Mary Jane answer whenever she called on 

I had to fall down, I'm smokin' too much 

Fold up a post-it, I'm chiefin' a blue crutch 

I do not do Dutch, I don't do backwoods 

Grab a leaf, only tobacco that smack good 

I fucked that, I fucked that bitch in the Safeway 

7am and I'm havin' a great day, uh 

I'm puttin' on weight like I'm Tay-K 

Anime rapper, you sound like a Beyblade 

Anime rapper, you hard or you not though? 

Sip on yo' Wok and the bars that you pop 

Oh, you keep a Glock on yo' lap and it cocked 

Or you grip yo' cock and you fap while you stalk hoes? 

Niggas walk around in dark clothes 

Bitch, I'm smokin' at the park, O's 

Askin' questions like a narc, no, why you sittin' at the start? Go 

 

Verse 4 

P-P-Pussy boy g-get out my way, uh 

I'll run up that check before I run any fades, uh 

Killin' shit for fun but I ain't catchin' no case, uh 

Chillin' in the sun, a villain catchin' some rays, uh 

Le-Le-Legalize the fungi, nigga, I eat it anyway 

It could start with one guy, nigga, the world got plenty fakes 

It don't need another fire with my brothers in the street 

They don't show no love, I sight the others, they look industry 

Let 'em sleep, goodness me, tell me, what should this be? 



 

Why you in my live talkin' shit? I ain't sayin' shit to you 

Keep my pride on my hip, that's a weapon I can't lose 

Peep my vibe or keep, zip your lips 

Why won't you choose to-to love everybody 

Bitch, how many times are you gonna ignore the signs and people's rhymes? 

You niggas are retarded, he slid and left his .9 

Yo' momma must have dropped yo' ass upon yo' spine 

 

Verse 5 

Niggas will believe whatever you tell 'em, if you tell 'em enough 

Helpful when you sellin' some stuff, or startin' a war 

They rotten at the heart, at the core 

I'm plottin' to pour LSD in the reservoir 

All over the floor, I'm bringin' psilocybin on tour 

I'm hidin' the cure, for fixin' niggas, I'm very sure 

Stop bein' depressed, step outside and puff out your chest 

He made you the best, that's ever gonna jump out the nest 

I'm a crushin' a pest, you rushin' to get up like you next 

You failin' the test, impale yourself through one of your breasts 

Somewhere on your chest 

Your heart departs and leaves you with less 

Now, look at this mess, bitch, pull yourself together, no rest 

 

Verse 6 

For the tribe, do it for the tribe, nigga, or 'cause you alive 

Free what is inside, nigga, I know why you cry 

There is somethin' vile, takin' people, ain't no lie 

I know, we should smile bigger, because we will die 

Momma, why we die? Tell me, momma, why we die? 

I know why they hate me, because I will not be shy 

I just wanna fly, Daedalus, I have to try 

No, do not be a fool, Icarus, you flew too high 

Son, move, get out of my way 

He was just a boy, wanna play with the day 

See him where he lay, now, see him where he lay 

Don't succumb to ignorance or you will have to pay with your life 

Play with a knife, you could filet what you write with 

Stay outta fights, tryna spit or you tryna gang-bang 

Pick a type, I don't wanna see no talented rappers dyin' to pipes 

I won't front, nigga what you want? 

I just wanna see you stunt on these hatin' ass sucker nigga cunts 

Kick it punt, I don't fuck with runts, one-one-seven killin' grunts 

They in Heaven when I hunt them I hit him then he... 

 

 



 

Verse 7 

Bitch, I'm killin' everyone, bitch, I'm causin' a genocide 

Fuck these rappin' niggas, they cappin', tap in, pretend to slide 

Bitch, I'm in the field like a soldier, I'm makin' fuckin' moves 

Made of paper, nigga, I'll fold ya, roll ya and tuck it smooth 

Niggas wanna talk, I don't have the time 

I be on the block, meditatin', makin' rhymes 

Uh, you be hella hatin', got no cock, got no spine 

There ain't no debatin', do not talk, make a line 

Bi-Bi-Bitch, I keep it on me, like commie or an American 

I ain't smokin' with you, but money could make me share it then 

Sweeter than some honey and funny 'cause I ain't very tan 

Still the darkest rapper, you slappin', I'm killin' every man 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

‘Genocide’  Timestamp-Rendered, Structural Schematics Chart 

 

Episode 1: [0:00-0:18] 

Verse 1: [0:18- 1:47] 

Verse 1 outro: [1:47-2:04] 

Bridge 1: [2:04-2:11] 

Ostensible Chorus 1: [2:11-2:26] 

Verse 2: [2:26-3:21] 

Chorus 1 reiteration: [3:21-3:37] 

Bridge 2: [3:37-3:50] 

Non-vocal dominated chorus 2: [3:50-4:06] 

Bridge 3: [4:06-4:22] 

Verse 3: [4:22-5:28] 

Bridge 4: [5:28-5:40] 

Verse 4: [5:40-6:30] 

Chorus 3: [6:30-6:43] 

Verse 5: [ 6:43-7:21] 

Chorus 3 reiteration: [7:21-7:28] 

Episode 2: [7:28-7:47] 

Bridge 5: [7:47-7:57] 

Chorus 4: [7:58-8:08] 

Verse 6: [8:09-9:06] 

Chorus 4 reiteration: [9:07-9:28] 

Bridge 6: [9:28-9:39] 

Verse 7: [9:40-10:14] 

Conclusionary Bridge: [10:14-10:25] 

Episode 3: [10:25-10:32] 

 


